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 17th Nov 2018 

 
Apologies 
Martin Andrews, Iain Smith, Iain Clark, Hector MacLean 
 
1. Captains Report 
Gordon Smith welcomed all attendees and opened the meeting. Gordon then went over his report 
for 2018 highlighting the fantastic course condition and the hosting of the US Kids Championship and 
also the Scottish Seniors Open. Gordon said that he had only heard positive comments about all 
aspects of the club. 
 
Gordon went on to mention that the Juniors had a mixed year as a team but there were notable 
individual achievements throughout the season. Gordon congratulated Grant Forrest on securing his 
European Tour Card and also Gabrielle Macdonald on reaching the final stage of the Ladies European 
Tour Qualifying. 
 
Summer and Winter League performances were reviewed and thanks went to Gordon McSorley and 
Craig Kinross for their efforts in arranging the teams. Gordon then went over the activities and 
results of the Auld Hares and thanks went to David Raistrick for supplying the information and for all 
the work through the year. 
 
Gordon then thanked Anne and the team in the clubhouse for their hard work through the year, the 
pro shop team and Derek were also thanked for their guidance and help. 
 
Gordon asked the floor for any comments on the report, there were no comments. 
 
2.Changes to MLC 
Gordon informed the floor that Duncan Thomson was to stand down as Past Captain but had agreed 
to remain on the MLC.  
 
Gordon then informed the floor that Evlyn Raistrick had agreed to be the next Captain of Craigielaw 
and would take up the position of Vice-Captain, he then welcomed Evlyn to the MLC. 
 
Iain Smith and Sylvia Maclean were standing down from the MLC and Gordon confirmed that 
replacement members were being considered. Gordon thanked Iain and Sylvia for all their input over 
the years. 
 
3. Open Floor 
George McGill asked if there could be more Blue Tee medals. Gordon Smith confirmed that this was 
a topic that was discussed in the MLC meeting prior to the AGM and that more Blue Tee medals 
were being included in the 2019 fixture list. 
 
4. AOCB 
There was no AOCB. 
 
Gordon closed the meeting. 
 


